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This month’s issue is a highly significantThis month’s issue is a highly significant

one. Editors should be neutral, but alsoone. Editors should be neutral, but also

honest, and I should come clean about myhonest, and I should come clean about my

views on post-traumatic stress disorder,views on post-traumatic stress disorder,

now almost always abbreviated to its acro-now almost always abbreviated to its acro-

nym. For researchers it has been a boon butnym. For researchers it has been a boon but

for clinicians (at least in my kind of prac-for clinicians (at least in my kind of prac-

tice) an interference in care. No one doubtstice) an interference in care. No one doubts

the existence of extreme and unpleasant re-the existence of extreme and unpleasant re-

actions to severe stress but reifying them toactions to severe stress but reifying them to

special diagnostic status has always worriedspecial diagnostic status has always worried

me. This issue does not change my views.me. This issue does not change my views.

As Wessely in his stimulating lecture (pp.As Wessely in his stimulating lecture (pp.

459–466) has pointed out, the diagnosis459–466) has pointed out, the diagnosis

has been inflated, and inflation leads to de-has been inflated, and inflation leads to de-

valuation. So the collective message of thevaluation. So the collective message of the

papers in this issue suggests that we havepapers in this issue suggests that we have

been damaged by the growth of PTSD asbeen damaged by the growth of PTSD as

a prominent and fashionable accoutrementa prominent and fashionable accoutrement

of our risk-conscious age. Frueh and hisof our risk-conscious age. Frueh and his

colleagues (pp. 467–472) show that 94colleagues (pp. 467–472) show that 94

out of 100 Vietnam veterans were diag-out of 100 Vietnam veterans were diag-

nosed as having PTSD at a highly respectednosed as having PTSD at a highly respected

special clinic in which an exhaustive assess-special clinic in which an exhaustive assess-

ment was made of each individual, yet 59ment was made of each individual, yet 59

of these had no combat exposure and 5of these had no combat exposure and 5

had never been in Vietnam. Mol and herhad never been in Vietnam. Mol and her

colleagues (pp. 494–499) add to the diag-colleagues (pp. 494–499) add to the diag-

nostic doubt by showing that life eventsnostic doubt by showing that life events

lead to higher PTSD scores than traumaticlead to higher PTSD scores than traumatic

events. When trauma is expectedevents. When trauma is expected and itsand its

risk anticipated, as when well-risk anticipated, as when well-preparedprepared

soldiers go to war, mental health is notsoldiers go to war, mental health is not ad-ad-

versely affected, and Hacker Hughesversely affected, and Hacker Hughes et alet al

(pp. 536–537) show that it is actually im-(pp. 536–537) show that it is actually im-

proved by active service. Those evacuatedproved by active service. Those evacuated

from the theatre of war, at least infrom the theatre of war, at least in

modern-day conflict, are mainly sufferingmodern-day conflict, are mainly suffering

not from combat stress (Turnernot from combat stress (Turner et alet al, pp., pp.

476–479) but from conditions that can fol-476–479) but from conditions that can fol-

low any major life event. When risk endslow any major life event. When risk ends

for those trained in risky ventures there is afor those trained in risky ventures there is a

sense of anti-climax, and for those who aresense of anti-climax, and for those who are

vulnerable and leave the armed services it isvulnerable and leave the armed services it is

not surprising that the natural reaction tonot surprising that the natural reaction to

loss – depression – is the most commonloss – depression – is the most common

consequence (Iversenconsequence (Iversen et alet al, pp. 480–486)., pp. 480–486).

So what do we learn from these revela-So what do we learn from these revela-

tions? First, at a personal level, I feel re-tions? First, at a personal level, I feel re-

inforced in the clause I have inserted intoinforced in the clause I have inserted into

my will that if I lose my life in the coursemy will that if I lose my life in the course

of my assertive outreach work, I do notof my assertive outreach work, I do not

want a public inquiry; the risk goes withwant a public inquiry; the risk goes with

the territory. Second, we must do some-the territory. Second, we must do some-

thing to reform the definition of a diagnosisthing to reform the definition of a diagnosis

that so often is a grotesque parody of itsthat so often is a grotesque parody of its

four emotive words. PTSD is so frequentlyfour emotive words. PTSD is so frequently

PESD, or post-event stress disorder, andPESD, or post-event stress disorder, and

then really satisfies the requirements forthen really satisfies the requirements for

the diagnosis of adjustment disorder, athe diagnosis of adjustment disorder, a

diagnosis that has almost been forgottendiagnosis that has almost been forgotten

(Casey(Casey et alet al, 2001) as attention has been di-, 2001) as attention has been di-

verted to its rapacious bedfellow. Third, theverted to its rapacious bedfellow. Third, the

medico-legal status of the diagnosis needsmedico-legal status of the diagnosis needs

to be reviewed. PTSD is the US dollar into be reviewed. PTSD is the US dollar in

the money market; it trumps almost allthe money market; it trumps almost all

others and so people (both patients andothers and so people (both patients and

their physicians) are keen to exchange theirtheir physicians) are keen to exchange their

less attractive diagnostic currencies for oneless attractive diagnostic currencies for one

that yields more, even if it sometimes meansthat yields more, even if it sometimes means

less. Lastly, we need urgently some inde-less. Lastly, we need urgently some inde-

pendent test of veracity for the diagnosis,pendent test of veracity for the diagnosis,

either biological or psychological, assumingeither biological or psychological, assuming

one exists. As knowledge of mental illnessone exists. As knowledge of mental illness

increases, the factitious presentation of allincreases, the factitious presentation of all

illness for purposes of gain is increasing,illness for purposes of gain is increasing,

and even schizophrenia and other psy-and even schizophrenia and other psy-

choses are not immune (Tyrerchoses are not immune (Tyrer et alet al,,

2001), so the danger of real disorders being2001), so the danger of real disorders being

discredited by phoney presentations isdiscredited by phoney presentations is

increasing. In reporting both personalincreasing. In reporting both personal

disasters (Jones & Craddock, pp. 453–disasters (Jones & Craddock, pp. 453–

454) and their major equivalents such as454) and their major equivalents such as

the two reported by Carol North andthe two reported by Carol North and

colleagues (pp. 487–493) and, very shortly,colleagues (pp. 487–493) and, very shortly,

in those following the tsunami tragedy, wein those following the tsunami tragedy, we

do not want the genuine suffering of sodo not want the genuine suffering of so

many people to be devalued by doubt.many people to be devalued by doubt.

RANDOMISEDTRIALS ^RANDOMISEDTRIALS ^
WHAT MIGHTHAVE BEENWHAT MIGHTHAVE BEEN

In a recent review of his life’s work (Cook,In a recent review of his life’s work (Cook,

2004), the doyen of British epidemiologists,2004), the doyen of British epidemiologists,

Sir Richard Doll, described how 40 yearsSir Richard Doll, described how 40 years

ago he tried to persuade the Departmentago he tried to persuade the Department

of Health to fund a randomised trial to testof Health to fund a randomised trial to test

the value of mental hospital admissionthe value of mental hospital admission vv..

community care, but, even for Sir Richard,community care, but, even for Sir Richard,

they had no money. What a pity that no-they had no money. What a pity that no-

body listened, or responded constructively,body listened, or responded constructively,

to Sir Richard’s suggestion. Just how manyto Sir Richard’s suggestion. Just how many

of the 102 980 admissions to psychiatricof the 102 980 admissions to psychiatric

hospitals in Englandhospitals in England in the financial yearin the financial year

1999/2000 were really necessary and does1999/2000 were really necessary and does

the fact that the North-West region has athe fact that the North-West region has a

41% higher rate of admission than the41% higher rate of admission than the

Eastern one (ThompsonEastern one (Thompson et alet al, 2004) indi-, 2004) indi-

cate better or worse care? We will nevercate better or worse care? We will never

know as it is too late to interfere with theknow as it is too late to interfere with the

juggernaut of policy. There are so manyjuggernaut of policy. There are so many

other trials that could also have helped usother trials that could also have helped us

today; from the long-term effects of diettoday; from the long-term effects of diet

on mental health in children to the custo-on mental health in children to the custo-

dial or community management of mentallydial or community management of mentally

disordered offenders, and as a consequencedisordered offenders, and as a consequence

we have to scratch about in the backyardswe have to scratch about in the backyards

of research looking for what is essentiallyof research looking for what is essentially

second-hand evidence. In the distant past,second-hand evidence. In the distant past,

when the mental hygiene movement waswhen the mental hygiene movement was

at its peak, we might have also conductedat its peak, we might have also conducted

trials into the diversion of those who havetrials into the diversion of those who have

(somatoform) conditions such as irritable(somatoform) conditions such as irritable

bowel syndrome into psychiatrically orbowel syndrome into psychiatrically or

medically oriented care; from the resultsmedically oriented care; from the results

of the study by Creedof the study by Creed et alet al (pp. 507–515)(pp. 507–515)

it is interesting to speculate what mightit is interesting to speculate what might

have been the outcome.have been the outcome.
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